Climate change and vector-borne diseases: what are the implications for public health research and policy?
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Vector-borne diseases continue to contribute significantly to the global burden of disease, and cause epidemics that disrupt health security and cause wider socioeconomic impacts around the world. All are sensitive in different ways to weather and climate conditions, so that the ongoing trends of increasing temperature and more variable weather threaten to undermine recent global progress against these diseases. Here, we review the current state of the global public health effort to address this challenge, and outline related initiatives by the World Health Organization (WHO) and its partners. Much of the debate to date has centred on attribution of past changes in disease rates to climate change, and the use of scenario-based models to project future changes in risk for specific diseases. While these can give useful indications, the unavoidable uncertainty in such analyses, and contingency on other socioeconomic and public health determinants in the past or future, limit their utility as decision-support tools. For operational health agencies, the most pressing need is the strengthening of current disease control efforts to bring down current disease rates and manage short-term climate risks, which will, in turn, increase resilience to long-term climate change. The WHO and partner agencies are working through a range of programmes to (i) ensure political support and financial investment in preventive and curative interventions to bring down current disease burdens; (ii) promote a comprehensive approach to climate risk management; (iii) support applied research, through definition of global and regional research agendas, and targeted research initiatives on priority diseases and population groups.

1. Importance of climate-sensitive vector-borne diseases

The WHO estimates that one-sixth of the illness and disability suffered worldwide is owing to vector-borne diseases, with more than half of the world’s population currently at risk. Every year, more than one billion people are infected, and more than one million people die from vector-borne diseases, including malaria, dengue, schistosomiasis, leishmaniasis, Chagas disease and African trypanosomiasis [1,2]. In addition to deaths, many vector-borne diseases, such as lymphatic filariasis and onchocerciasis, also cause significant debilitation and suffering, contributing to a much larger overall burden of disease [1,3].

Vector-borne diseases also have wider socioeconomic impacts, increasing health inequities, and acting as a brake on socioeconomic development. The burden of climate-sensitive diseases is greatest for the poorest populations. For example, the per capita mortality rate from vector-borne diseases is almost 300 times greater in developing nations than in developed regions [1], both because vector-borne diseases are more common in the tropical climates of many developing countries, and also because of low levels of socioeconomic development and
coverage of health services in these areas. In addition, vector-borne disease risks are typically much greater for poor individuals within any population owing to poorer environmental and social conditions (e.g. lower-quality housing situated closer to vector-breeding sites), and lack of access to preventive and curative health interventions and services [4].

Even for diseases that are less strictly correlated with poverty, and populations that are comparatively better protected, vector-borne diseases nonetheless have important impacts on individuals, households and on health systems. For example, an estimated 500,000 people with severe dengue require hospitalization each year, a large proportion of whom are children. Estimates based on studies from across eight countries indicate that an average dengue episode represents 14.8 lost days for ambulatory patients (at an average cost of US$514) and 18.9 days for non-fatal hospitalized patients (at an average cost of US$1491) [5]. Epidemics of vector-borne disease have the capacity to overwhelm health systems, and impact on other sectors, such as tourism.

Important progress has been made against vector-borne diseases, through a combination of poverty alleviation and socioeconomic development, increased access to health services, larger scale and more coordinated control programmes, and the development and deployment of more effective interventions. As a result of these successes, the proportional contribution of vector-borne diseases to global mortality has fallen in recent years [2]. Nonetheless, important challenges remain. Not all vector-borne diseases are decreasing in incidence globally, and some diseases such as malaria, which are decreasing at the global scale, are stable or increasing in specific locations. In addition, the sustainability of the gains that have been made in combatting vector-borne disease is at risk from factors such as insecticide and drug resistance, the difficulties in maintaining political will and resources for disease control programmes as incidence is driven to low levels, and the potential for spread or re-emergence of diseases, with potentially much greater health impacts in populations that have lost immunity (e.g. for malaria, see [6]).

In summary, vector-borne diseases constitute an important cause of death, disease burden and health inequity, a brake on socioeconomic development, and a strain on health services. Continued progress in controlling these diseases is therefore an important contribution to global health, development and security.

Against this context, health agencies engaged in control of vector-borne disease need to consider (i) the scale and nature of the risks that climate change may present to vector-borne disease control, by disease and location; (ii) whether these may either undermine or overwhelm the effect of control programmes; and (iii) effective measures to increase the resilience of health—and health programmes—to long-term climate change, while also reinforcing current disease control efforts.

2. Climate as one of many interacting determinants of vector-borne disease

Vector-borne diseases are among the most well studied of the diseases associated with climate change, owing to their large disease burden, widespread occurrence and high sensitivity to climatic factors. In contrast to some other climate-sensitive health risks, such as heat-stress, or exposure to storms and floods, the influence of meteorological factors are less direct, and more diverse, both within and between individual diseases [7]. The simplest connections are through temperature, affecting the biting, survival and reproductive rates of the vectors, and the survival and development rates of the pathogens that they carry. Precipitation also exerts a very strong influence, most obviously in the case of diseases transmitted by vectors that have aquatic developmental stages (such as mosquitoes), but also, via humidity, on diseases transmitted by vectors without such stages, such as ticks or sandflies.

Climate and weather conditions also exert a range of more indirect effects, through wider effects on the natural environment and on human systems, for example as drought may affect water-storage, land-use and irrigation practices, and population movement, in turn, affecting vector ecology, and human exposure to infection (e.g. see reviews in references [7–11]). For example, a recent WHO report summarizing the importance of vector-borne diseases states that previously relatively stable geographical distributions are now changing owing to a range of factors, ‘including climate change, intensive farming, dams, irrigation, deforestation, population movements, rapid unplanned urbanization, and phenomenal increases in international travel and trade’ [12, p. 6]. These environmental and social factors may either reinforce climate effects (e.g. example where dams and water transport projects combine with increasingly suitable temperature conditions for schistosomiasis transmission [13]), or counteract them (e.g. as urbanization reduces the relative importance of more rural vector-borne diseases, such as malaria [14]).

Given the strength and range of these connections, it is not surprising that there is abundant observational evidence of the effects of meteorological factors, from seasonal and interannual patterns of disease incidence in specific locations, to the strong explanatory power of climate variables in accounting for the geographical distribution of most, if not all, vector-borne diseases [7]. Long-term anthropogenic climate change interacts with natural variability, influencing vector-borne disease transmission from shorter (e.g. annual) to longer (e.g. decadal) time scales, with variable effects at different times and in different locations. These influences may reinforce each other, for example in locations where the temperature increases associated with El Niño events are superimposed on long-term increase in temperature, or may oppose each other, for example as changes in global temperature over the past decade or so appear to have currently damped the longer-term upward temperature trends [15].

The complexity of these interactions means that the effect of climate change, and the nature and extent of interaction with non-climate factors, varies markedly by diseases and by location. The effects of climate on disease transmission may be obscured, for example where the vectors are relatively buffered against weather and climate owing to living entirely inside houses (such as the triatomine bugs, which transmit Chagas disease), where the pathogens have long development periods in the host (such as the nematode worms that cause filariasis). Even in diseases with superficially similar transmission cycles can be affected very differently by climate change. The difference can be illustrated by consideration of malaria and dengue, two of the most important and well-studied vector-borne diseases, both anthropoposes transmitted by mosquitoes.

The WHO estimates that in 2012 there were about 207 million cases and 627,000 deaths attributable to malaria [6,12]. The climate changes that have occurred over the previous century have significantly altered the areas climatically suitable for transmission. For example, in Africa, areas that have
become unsuitable for transmission, mainly through drying, have approximately equalled those that have become suitable areas owing to increased temperatures and greater precipitation [16] (although the latter tend to be more densely populated). At the same time, the strong protective effect of improving socio-economic conditions, and increased coverage of the range of effective preventive and curative interventions for malaria, have led to a decreasing global distribution of transmission over the past century [17] and a decreasing aggregate disease burden in the past decade or so [6].

The relationships between meteorological factors and either the components of the transmission cycle (e.g. parasite development rates, vector biting and survival rates) or the observed geographical distribution of disease have been used to generate predictive models. These link projections of future scenarios of climate change, with more recent models also including other determinants including GDP (as a measure of socioeconomic and technological development), and, in some cases, urbanization. The outputs of most of the models produced to date are necessarily highly approximate as they are affected both by uncertainties in climate projections and future development trends and by the confounding effect of natural climate variability over short to medium timescales (i.e. years to one to two decades). They can therefore give indications of broad trends for periods averaged over several decades (e.g. the proportional effect of climate changes in population at risk at the global or continental scale for the 2030s or the 2050s), rather than at local level for specific years.

The indications from the large-scale modelling work to date are that climate change is expected to make malaria burdens higher than they would otherwise have been [14,18,19]. However, providing that it is possible to maintain poverty alleviation and investment in overall health sector and disease-specific interventions, and to manage risks such as insecticide and drug resistance, then it should be possible to continue to drive down global malaria rates in the coming decades. Climate change may still, however, have important effects in specific locations, including at the margins of distributions, and in any locations where the protective factors above are not maintained [20,21].

The evidence of past trends and scenarios of future effects for dengue is very different. It is estimated that there are approximately 100 million dengue infections worldwide each year [6,12]. As for malaria, there is very strong laboratory and field evidence for sensitivity to meteorological variables, and for the modifying effect of non-climatic factors. Modelling studies also suggest that climate change has favoured, and will continue to favour dengue transmission [22,23]. By contrast, the evidence of the protective effect of either general socioeconomic development, or specific disease control measures, is much weaker than for malaria. Consequently, dengue incidence is high in many regions where malaria has been effectively controlled or eradicated, including highly developed economies [24]. In addition, dengue transmission tends to be higher in urban areas, particularly those with poor-quality housing, provision of water and sanitation and waste management [25]. The increasing movement of people and of goods has facilitated the international spread of strains of dengue virus, and of dengue vectors [25]. Dengue infection gives rise to a complex immunological response, which is affected by age and possibly pre-exposure to other strains; there is currently no effective vaccine and comparatively limited evidence for the effectiveness of vector-control interventions [26–28]. In the case of dengue, therefore, trends in non-climatic factors such as increases in urbanization (particularly slums), and international trade and travel, can be expected to amplify, rather than oppose, the effects of climate change (figure 1).

In summary, climate is an important influence on vector-borne disease transmission, and there is evidence that ongoing climate change is affecting, and will continue to affect the distributions and burdens of these infections. The interactions are complex, however, and to move beyond these broad generalizations to inform health policy requires assessment of individual diseases with respect to specific disease control decisions.

3. The relevance of different kinds of evidence for health policy

There has been a marked increase in research output on climate change and health in recent years, with vector-borne disease among the better-represented subject areas [30]. As the field develops further, there is a need to consider carefully what kinds of research will be most useful in supporting the societal response to climate change. At the World Health Assembly in
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There is now a substantial body of work applying scenarios of future climate change to models based either on the known effects of meteorological variables on the various processes within the disease transmission cycle, or the observed statistical relationships between climate and the spatial or temporal distribution of vector-borne disease [18]. These approaches have been used to generate projections of the potential effects of future climate change on trends in disease. In recent years, there have been improvements in both the degree to which such models are validated against observed distributions and incidence in the past [20,41], and the extent to which they incorporate both the independent and interactive effects of non-climatic factors, such as changes in population size and distribution (e.g. urbanization rates), and economic development [23]. Such studies can therefore give broad indications of potential future effects of climate change, of the relative importance of climate versus other determinants, and of different diseases, and indicate areas that are likely to become more or less suitable for transmission in the future.

As for attribution studies, however, there are important limitations on the application of such approaches to inform current decisions to protect populations from vector-borne diseases. First, the initial interest in scenario modelling was mainly to examine the effect of different scenarios of human-induced climate change, and the degree to which these may be affected by different trajectories of greenhouse gas emissions, so as to inform global discussions on mitigation. As it is only possible to differentiate the effect of anthropogenic climate change from natural variation over several decades [15,42], these projections are necessarily long term (e.g. proportional changes in population at risk averaged for the 2030s or the 2050s), and usually at global or continental level. The majority of scenario studies therefore do not match closely to the shorter time-frames and narrower geographical and sectoral focus that characterize most disease control decisions.

Second, modelling approaches remain limited in the scope of mechanisms that they cover. For example, much of the early work in this area has focused more on temperature rather than precipitation changes, because these are comparatively easier to represent both in global climate models, and in terms of their effects on disease transmission. Precipitation is at least as important for vector-borne disease transmission, but projections from climate models are considerably less consistent
between global climate models, or robust at regional or smaller scales [43]. This is even more of a challenge for likely, but more complex, interactions such as the effect of climate change on land-use, irrigation or water-storage practices, and in turn, on vector-borne disease.

Third, they are also subjected to the limitations of compounding uncertainties in the various stages of the modelling process, and of the fact that the realized outcome in terms of disease burdens is contingent on decisions over several decades, affecting components throughout the causal chain, from emissions of greenhouse gases, to rates and patterns of economic growth, to the development and deployment of control interventions [7,42].

Further development of approaches to scenario analysis would therefore help to make them more relevant to national level disease control decisions. This would require more explicit definition of the kinds of control decisions that may be informed by climate scenarios, and their associated timescales (e.g. weeks or months for the deployment of health personnel, years or decades for the design of disease eradication programmes, or the siting of health facilities) [44]: (i) more integrated assessment of projected changes in climate alongside other determinants, such as population distribution and economic development; (ii) use of climate and disease transmission models with higher spatial and temporal resolution, for example, through the use of regional climate models; and (iii) a more holistic approach to understanding the combined effects of both natural- and human-induced climate change.

(c) Research on resilience and risk management approaches

The research priorities identified by national governments (box 1) provide useful guidance to us in making more direct connections with implementation. This includes calls not only for improved assessments of the scale and nature of climate risks (which can be considered to include detection and attribution and scenario modelling studies), but also for more applied research questions, covering intervention effectiveness, decision-support systems, assessment of policy decisions and resource implications [45].

These requests from senior health policy-makers are currently not well matched by research output. A systematic scoping review of the peer-reviewed literature on climate change and health, including vector-borne diseases, identified a number of research studies corresponding to the various priorities outlined by the WHO member states. However, there was a notable absence of studies identified on effective adaptation options as well as a general under-representation of research from poorer regions. The review notes that this partly represents a failure to connect the very large body of research on effective interventions to control climate-sensitive diseases (e.g. on vector-control methods) to the longer-term challenge of climate change [30].

The mismatch between the expressed requirements of policy-makers and the coverage of peer-reviewed studies argues for focusing less explicitly on climate change per se, and instead taking a broader approach to increasing resilience to climate, alongside other risks. This approach starts from the premise that the ultimate objective is not to address the specific health risks that are uniquely attributable to climate change (which are difficult to isolate from other determinants, either analytically or within control programmes), but instead to ensure sustained progress in decreasing vector-borne disease into the future.

This approach avoids the unhelpful characterization of control of vector-borne disease, and addressing long-term climate change (including its health risks), as opposing and competing interests. Instead, it recognizes that one of the most effective ways to protect health against climate change impacts in the long term is to drive down disease rates in the present. It validates increased coverage of basic public health interventions, and disease-specific control measures, not only as beneficial interventions in their own right but also as effective measures to increase protection from climate change.

Applying the research priorities identified by national governments to vector-borne disease suggests a programme of applied research that would include (i) assessments of the risks, including quantitative detection and attribution and scenario studies as above, but also more qualitative vulnerability and adaptation assessment that can explore a wider range of mechanisms [46]; (ii) evaluation of the effectiveness of individual interventions, or control programmes, including the degree to which climate variability and change may influence their effectiveness [47–49]; (iii) health impact assessment for climate adaptation and mitigation decisions that may affect vector-borne disease, such as irrigation schemes or changes in water-storage practice providing breeding sites for vectors; (iv) surveillance, monitoring and associated decision-support tools, including the use of climate information as a resource to provide earlier warning of infectious disease epidemics and improve spatial targeting, for example [50], and connection to standard operating procedures, such as the International Health Regulations, to address public health emergencies of international concern [51]; and (v) assessment of financial and other resource requirements, such as the costs that would be necessary to extend vector-borne disease surveillance or control interventions to newly suitable locations or seasons.

4. Priorities for WHO support to operational programmes

Increased research effort on identifying ‘no regrets’ measures to increase climate resilience would facilitate the link to operational programmes. In recent years, the field of climate change and health has developed from awareness raising and academic research, to a much more direct connection with core health policy and implementation programmes. For example, since 2008, the WHO has implemented large-scale pilot projects on health adaptation to climate change in 17 countries, across all of its regions [52]. Despite this rapid growth, the scale of this investment is only a fraction of the estimated costs of damage to health, or of investment in adaptation in non-health sectors. There is therefore widespread acceptance of the need for more resources to be devoted to this area.

As investments are hopefully scaled up, it will become increasingly important to have a clear and structured framework for directing and monitoring their effectiveness. One of the most important considerations is to ensure that new resources strengthen, rather than distract from or compete with, existing health structures and priorities. In order to do this, the WHO is building on the initial work of the African workplan for health adaptation to climate change, to develop an operational framework that identifies the key health systems components that need to be strengthened to increase resilience.
Box 2. Linking policy, programme and research initiatives to vector-borne disease: focus on Africa.

**Policy frameworks.** Building on the World Health Assembly Resolution on climate change and health in 2008 [31], the African Regional Health and Environment Ministerial process has identified strengthening health protection from climate change as a top priority for the region. In their 2008 and 2010 conferences, health and environment ministers from across the region expressed their concern that Africa is already experiencing the effects of climate change, which are likely to become more severe, exacerbate environmental risk factors to human health, and undermine Africa’s progress towards the Millennium Development Goals [54,55]. They consequently committed to work across sectors to manage environmental and health risks related to climate variability and change.

Connecting climate and health programmes. In order to support implementation of the commitments made by governments, the WHO is supporting countries to include health as a priority within their multisectoral National Adaptation Plans for climate change under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change [56]. The WHO Regional Office for Africa has led the development of an essential public health package to enhance climate change resilience, closely tied to core public health programmes and functions, which should therefore form the basis of the health adaptation plan. The African Health and Environment Ministers endorsed a regional workplan to undertake: (i) baseline risk and capacity assessments, (ii) capacity building, (iii) integrated environment and health surveillance, (iv) awareness raising and social mobilization, (v) management of environmental health risks, (vi) scale-up of existing public health interventions for vector-borne disease, (vii) strengthening and operationalizing the health components of disaster risk reduction plans, (viii) promotion of research on climate change impacts and adaptation, and (ix) strengthening partnerships and intersectoral collaboration [57].

The model has been slightly adapted for different purposes, and is now being used as a common structure for developing a portfolio of pilot projects on health adaptation to climate change, now totalling over US$30 million globally [52].

**Thematic approaches.** In order to move climate effectively into mainstream health programming, there is a need for further development and piloting on specific issues, whether on individual diseases, or components of the overall response. For example, there is wide interest in making better use of climate and weather information to improve disease surveillance and response [58]. The World Meteorological Organization has led the development of a Global Framework on Climate Services (GFCS) to provide climate information and support that is more relevant and accessible to end-user communities, and has established a joint office with the WHO to support the connection to health policy-makers [59]. The Organizations are now working with a range of external partners to pilot the implementation of the GFCS Approach in Tanzania and Malawi, including application to malaria control, alongside nutritional and disaster risks [52].

**Applied research.** The identification of research as an important component within the wider policy and programmatic response to climate change enhances legitimacy and coherence. Research agendas and initiatives that respond to these policy mandates are more likely to be taken up into operations by health and related sectors. For example, the Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR), with support from the International Development Research Centre (IDRC), is implementing a US$6.8 million research initiative to understand the impact of climate change in sub-Saharan Africa on people’s vulnerability to vector-borne diseases, including malaria, schistosomiasis, African trypanosomiasis and Rift Valley fever. It does not attempt to isolate climate change as a single risk factor, instead placing it within the context of other social and environmental changes. It further focuses on those populations that are most vulnerable to risks arising from the combination of these factors, with an explicit aim to develop tools and strategies for adaptation to climate change. The initiative also connects directly to the political mandate from the Health and Environment Ministerial process, and to implementation mechanisms for adaptation to climate change, such as the National Adaptation Plans.

5. Conclusion

Applied research is essential to ensure continued progress in reducing the burden of vector-borne diseases in the face of the additional challenges caused by anthropogenic climate change, along with rapid changes in other environmental and social determinants. Current research output in this area is only weakly matched to the demands of health policy-makers. To increase relevance to current health programming, there is a need to complement current work on detection and attribution of health effects to climate change, and modelling of future scenarios, with a more directly applied approach to assessing and managing climate-related risks in the present.

Rapid progress has been made in recent years in developing policy mandates, operational frameworks and pilot initiatives on health adaptation to climate change, including vector-borne disease as a particular priority. These present an excellent opportunity for a stronger and more coherent connection of applied research and public health policy.
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